REBEL UNDERGROUND

Here is a real scoop for all persons who are interested in such ideals as Truth, Honesty, Justice and Liberty. As everyone knows, last week the Administration of this University announced that an unnamed student had been suspended from this University for taking part in "violent demonstrations" against the coon. The Administration also announced that this unnamed students case had been heard by the Student Judiciary and the Administration was acting on their recommendation when they issued the suspension order.

Fellow students, this is an example of Soviet type government at its worst. Chancellor Williams is a LIAR, and the report that the Student Judiciary made the suspension recommendation is FALSE. The name of the suspended student is Joe Gough and he hails from the State of Maryland. His "crime" was that he was accused of yelling "nigger" at 3:30 the likes of which have been called (and are) niggers in this area for centuries. The Student Judicial Council under Chairman Jack Lynch did investigate the case and voted 5 to 0 in favor of dismissing the charges and returning Joe to class. This did not suit our Quisling Chancellor and his side-kick Love, so they arbitrarily overruled the SJC and falsely tried to put the blame on the SJC and make it appear that this was a STUDENT decision rather than an ADMINISTRATION decision. Thank goodness, we have one honest (if wild) newspaper on this campus that can print the TRUTH. Of course we are never going to win any Pulitzer prizes, but at least we have the satisfaction of knowing that we run an honest sheet.

***********

Quoting Sidner:"I am completely stunned for the rest of my age to receive such an honor"(sic).

Sidner, Dahling, WE are NOT stunned. The Pulitzer prize was originated as an award, honor, and recognition for outstanding journalists. Together with most other functions of the Established Press, it has come under the control of the Communist Conspiracy and degenerated to the point where it is now directly opposite to its original intents and purposes.

For several years, only journalists who have done work which aided and furthered the Communist Cause have received this "award". Sidner, your "award" comes not because of your journalism, which is both mediocre and dishonest, but because you were in a position to betray a tradition, and you did so. You have had a part in helping to destroy America, and your Marxist Masters will reward you well in order to encourage others to follow your ignoble footsteps.

We say, "FIE on you, you foul wench!" Your prize is the reward of a TRAITOR. How the friends in Hell must rejoice with you in your false glory. You are a disgrace to American Journalism, and you have plenty of company.

***********

The Senate should immediately pass a resolution censuring the Pulitzer Prize Committee for its Marxist Orientation.

***********

Did you all notice how fast Sidner jumped on the Band Wagon?

What's Matta, Honey? Afraid to try to stay here by yourself with your old "line" after your black sweetie and chaperones leave?

The coon stated from the first that he was not here for an education, but to crack the color line. No sane person could imagine an academic atmosphere prevailing in his presence—but, NOW, Sidner has "Doubts".

This vicious wench needs the standard treatment that is accorded those who sleep with the enemy.

How about it, "Omega-1"? Don't you have a Ladies Auxiliary To the "Brick and Bottle Minite Men" to see to it that Sidner gets a nice, new haircut to go with her Pull Prize?